Lockdown quiz – Styled on Round Britain Quiz
Each question usually has some linking theme that you will need to find. You get a point for
finding the link and also points for finding an answer for each clue in the question, so write
down as many of the answers to each step as you can. There are a maximum of 120 points
available if you managed to find all of the answers I was thinking of!

1.
What do Dmitri, Earnest, Earnest, Enrico, Marie and Pierre, Wilhelm, Nicolaus, Niels and
Albert all have in common? (possible 10pts)
2.
What do teams representing Seattle, Norwich, St Louis, Toronto, Brighton and Pittsburgh
have in common, and why is the one from Pittsburgh the odd one out? (possible 8pts)
3.
What do the twin sons of Ares, the four lovers of Zeus, Cronus and his brothers and sisters,
the King and Queen of the fairies and the son of Poseidon have in common and why would the
Ferryman be an appropriate addition to the list? (possible 12pts)
4.
What links: a classic British car manufacturer, a “Red Stick”, a mythological firebird, a famous
discoverer, a supersonic aircraft without the last vowel and The Simpson’s home? (possible 7pts)
5.
What links the names of: The 3rd president of the USA, The creator of the Quangle Wangle,
The actor who played the “Fonze”, a notoriously bad tempered chef, the bank robbers Frank and
Jesse, and why would the creator of “Ozymandias” and “Prometheus Unbound” be an appropriate
addition to the list? (possible 8pts)
6.
What would I be making if I bought: The famous liqueur from Angers, The fermented and
distilled juice of the agave, A Citrus Latifolia and a pinch of NaCl? (possible 5pts)
7.
What links: Bob Falfa, Rick Deckard, Jack Ryan, President James Marshall, Richard Kimble
and who was Henry Walton Jones? (possible 8pts)
8.
What links the following literary characters: A wearer of characteristic yellow checked
trousers, a perpetrator of “goings on at number 32”, the “mancub’s” friend and mentor, a
companion of Jolly Tall and Branwell Brown, a religious totem in a Richard Adams novel and “The
Owl Man’s” friend and inhabitant of Berne. (possible 7pts)
9.
If there are 9 Bright Shiners and 6 proud Walkers, how many Lily-white boys are there and
what colour are their clothes? And what’s the total of how many went to heaven, the stars in the sky
and the symbols at your door? (possible 7pts)
10.
If Lord’s Cricket Ground is silver and Wimbledon Centre Court is green; what colour are
Spurs’ White Hart Lane, The Olympic Velodrome, Wembley Stadium, The Oval Cricket Ground and
Arsenal’s Emirates Stadium? Also why is Twickenham colourless? (possible 9pts)
11.
How would I get from: Mirabeau to The Swimming Pool and then, Chapel to Stowe. Where
would I be if I went from Tertre Rouge to Indianapolis via Mulsanne, and where would I catch the
bus and take in the “Red Waters”? (possible 8pts)

12.
What links Mr Hull and his antipodean friend, the theme music to the BBC’s coverage of
Formula 1, to move very slowly and carefully, a mythical John, upon whom the harvest depended
and a group of teams who all play against each other? What is the result of squaring Mr Hull?
(possible 7pts)
13.
What’s the connection between a famous American chess grandmaster, an interplanetary
probe, a decisive sea battle, a flat fish and a brand of cream liqueur? About how old would I be if I
was half way between Scotland and Norway? (possible 7pts)
14:
If “The End of the Earth” is 29, “North” is 59 and “English Channel” is 50, where am I, and
why might 33 and 1 to 95 be great destinations for an oenophile and turophile respectively?
(possible 8pts)
15:
What links: a Scottish church, an American paediatrician, a brand of snacks and an ill-fated
polar explorer? Why would Sagittarius and the first person to reach the bottom of the ocean sound
like they would be appropriate to add to the front and rear of this list respectively? (possible 9pts)

